
JAGERCIKOVA (SVK) IN WOMEN'S CATEGORY and CARDONA (ESP)
IN MEN'S CATEGORY WIN THE SPRINT RACE OF THE ISMF

EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS SKIMO BOÍ TAÜLL 2022

Perrine Gindre (FRA) and Robin Galindo (FRA) win in the U23 category, Caroline Ulrich
(SUI) and Thomas Bussard (SUI) in U20 and Louise Trincaz (FRA) and Norick Polchi
(FRA) U18.

The Spanish team has won a total of six medals, where Oriol Cardona stands out in first
place, thus certifying his great physical shape.

Boí Taull. With good weather, this Wednesday the ISMF European Championships Skimo Boí Taüll 2022 began
at the Ribagorza ski resort of Boí Taüll. They did so with the Sprint race, a spectacular competition that has
forced athletes to give everything, from the very beginning. The Spanish team has won a total of six medals,
where Oriol Cardona's first position stands out, certifying his great physical shape.



The track has allowed the spectators to follow the competition from anywhere in the lower area of   the station and
this has made it easier to experience the first round of the championship with emotion. Boí Taüll ski resort has
done a good job to keep the competition area in the best conditions.

All the categories have followed the same track, except for the men senior category who has followed a longer
one. The track consisted of a first section where the athletes met two diamonds (the first before the climb and the
second in the middle of it), followed by a section where you had to remove the skins and load the skis on the
back to later continue with a transition section until reaching the only descent to cross the finish line.

The first round of all the categories has been an individual qualifying part, leaving one by one every twenty
seconds. The quarterfinals and the semifinals have been qualifying rounds, where the best three continued in
competition. The final was played by the best 6 athletes in the category.

Podium positions of the different categories:

Senior masc. Senior fem.
1.- Oriol Cardona (ESP). 1.- Marianna Jagercikova (SVK).
2.- Nicolò Canclini. (ITA). 2.- Tove Alexandersson (SWE).
3.- Iñigo Martínez (ESP). 3.- Emily Harrop (FRA).

U23 masc. U23 fem.
1.Patrick Perreten (SUI). 1.- Samantha Bertolina (ITA).
2.- Robin Galindo (FRA). 2.- Lisa Moreschini (ITA).
3.- Paul Verbnjak (AUT). 3.- Katia Mascherona (ITA).

U20 masc. U20 fem.
1.- Thomas Bussard (SUI). 1.- Caroline Ulrich (SUI).
2.- Luca Tomasoni ((ITA). 2.- Maria Ordoñez (ESP).
3.- Rocco Baldini (ITA). 3.- Maria Costa (ESP).

U18 masc. U18 fem.
1.- Norick Polchi (FRA). 1.- Louise Trincat (FRA).
2.- Biel Pujol (ESP). 2.- Lea Ancion (AND).
3.- Jules Rayband (FRA). 3.- Maria Ángeles Rodríguez (ESP).



Tomorrow, Thursday, February 10, the Vertical Race of these ISMF European Championships Skimo Boí Taüll
2022 will take place. This race will have the same track for all categories. It will start at 2,020m from the base of
the station and the finish line will be located in the Coll de Roies at 2,540m. The race will have a drop of 540m+
and will take place entirely on a ski slope of the resort.

All information on results, photographs and compaction of video images will be available on the website
https://www.skimoboitaull.cat

Journalist accreditations for the Championships https://skimoboitaull.cat/en/press-release/
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